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in brief

Novel intracranial electrodes with 3-dimensional
micro features offer greatly improved signal
resolution and data fidelity than current electrodes
on the market.
Experimental evidence demonstrates improved
seizure detection and greatly improved signal-tonoise ratio for novel electrodes.

Research and clinical applications include:
accelerated intraoperative recording, improved
intracranial monitoring for the evaluation of epilepsy
surgery, more robust models of neurological and
psychiatric disease, and higher rates of phase I
clinical trial success.

Abstract
Recording brain activity directly with intracranial electrodes holds great potential to better understand and treat
brain disorders. Intracranial electrodes are applied intraoperatively for functional neuromapping during surgical
resection and used in several FDA-approved neuromodulatory devices for treatment of epilepsy. However,
current electrodes on the market capture a high-level of baseline noise and collect data sparsely. This makes
it challenging to detect early signs of seizure activity and limits evaluation of spatial propagation of seizures.
Here, we provide experimental evidence for novel intracranial electrodes that capture drastically less noise
and are much more sensitive to neural signals than legacy devices (145-265% increased signal-to-noise ratio).
These novel electrodes detect low-stage epileptic activity that is masked by noise on recordings from legacy
devices, and report seizure activity more quickly. Furthermore, these novel designs feature more electrodes
than legacy devices and capture signals with larger amplitude than legacy sensors. This will allow clinicians
to see neural activity more clearly and evaluate how signals propagate through tissue. Overall, increased data
quality and resolution from intracranial electrodes will empower clinical trials, improve patient treatment, and
increase efficiency and power for fundamental research that aims to unlock the brain and develop revolutionary
new methods to diagnose and treat brain disorders. Additional experiments are underway to extend the findings
presented in this case study.
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Problem Statement

Neurological and psychiatric disorders impact
hundreds of millions of people in the United States
alone1,2 and prevalence is increasing over time3. These
disorders interfere with healthy function, decrease
quality of life2, and are major causes of years lived with
disability and death in the US1–3. Beyond this, neurological
and psychiatric diseases incur a heavy societal and
economic burden. The annual economic burden of
neurological disorders in the US was estimated at $800
billion in 20171, and the annual economic burden of poor
mental health is estimated at $2.5 trillion each year4,5.
Given high prevalence and burden, effective therapies
for such conditions will improve many lives and reduce
the associated cost to health care systems.
For most neurological and psychiatric conditions,
initial treatment options are medication-based,
perhaps in combination with behavioral or physical
therapy. Drug-based solutions may have unwanted
side effects and are often ineffective, as they cannot
account for the complexity of underlying mechanisms.
For conditions such as epilepsy, the trial-and-error
process of pharmacology may delay symptomatic relief
or extend hospital stays, adding to economic burden
and providing no relief from symptoms unless the right
solution is eventually identified.
Surgical and neuromodulatory interventions
provide alternatives to pharmacology-based solutions,
yet these alternatives have drawbacks. Surgery may
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only relieve conditions that can be localized to discrete
sites, and often requires extensive time to adequately
localize symptom origins. Neuromodulation has been
shown to be effectively treat psychiatric disorders
such as major depressive disorder6 and neurological
disorders like epilepsy7–10. However, long-term studies
of epilepsy neuromodulation have shown responder
rates of approximately 41% to 43% after 1 year,
increasing to 50% to 68% after 5 years10–18. Alongside
improved efficacy of stimulation over time, increases in
responder rates are influenced by survivor bias, with
many participants for whom neuromodulation was not
effective dropping out of the studies12. There is a major
opportunity to improve upon the efficacy of current
FDA-approved devices for neuromodulation, to treat the
~50% of patients for whom devices are ineffective. Both
surgery and neuromodulation are limited by a paucity
of meaningful electrophysiological data to characterize
disease biomarkers, identify effective treatment
strategies, and refine neuromodulatory paradigms.
Recording brain activity via electroencephalography
(EEG) is a critical tool to characterize neural dynamics,

Surgery and neuromodulation are
limited by a lack of meaningful
electrophysiological
data
to
characterize disease biomarkers.
https://www.neuraura.com

bands provide biomarkers of cognitive activity including
memory—which may hold promise as a biomarker for
Alzheimer’s disease—and early epileptogenesis26–28, but
these signals too are easily masked by noise. To better
characterize and treat neurological and psychiatric
identify biomarkers of disease, and develop effective disorders, new electrodes are required which can
therapies. While scalp-based EEG is non-invasive, differentiate neuronal activity, including high-frequency
recorded signal is vulnerable to additional sources of activity, from noise.
electrical activity, and neural signals are diminished by
propagation through the skull and scalp. Intracranial Solution
Towards this goal, Neuraura has developed novel
electrodes offer up to 100 times higher signal-to-noise
electrodes
that offer greatly improved signal resolution
ratio than scalp EEG and capture precise information
from neuronal populations at the millimeter and and data fidelity. This technology is the culmination
millisecond scale19. Electrodes may be arranged across of decades of fundamental research combined with
the cortical surface or along probes inserted into the state-of-the-art manufacturing practices from the
brain to conduct intracranial electroencephalography semiconductor industry. The result is a smaller electrode
(iEEG) or stereoelectroencephalography (sEEG), that can be arranged with much greater spatial density.
respectively, enabling evaluation of signal propagation Neuraura’s microelectrodes may be separated by only
between sites. Implanted intracranial electrodes are a few micrometers, enabling device designs featuring
stable for many months19,20 and are primarily used to up to hundreds of these microelectrodes on a device
monitor epilepsy and localize the region of seizure origin. the same size as current market options featuring only
Modern signal processing and deep learning methods four. The technology discussed here is agnostic to grid
could leverage high quality intracranial recording data versus depth electrode design, and may be applied to
to identify neural biomarkers of specific diseases, improve both iEEG and sEEG. Here, we present evidence
aiding diagnosis and treatment. These same electrodes of efficacy in a cortical strip design. These electrodes
can also be used to stimulate or inhibit neural activity, are flexible, and can be placed or slid intracranially,
increasing the range of locations where implantation is
providing a new, personalized therapeutic pathway.
Despite potential to uncover key brain dynamics feasible. Together, Neuraura’s novel electrode design
and develop revolutionary neuromodulation therapies offers higher data quality, greater brain coverage,
through intracranial recording, applications are limited increased spatial density of recordings and reduces the
by the poor data quality of current devices. Current risk for tissue scarring, further improving data quality
products on the market have low spatial density of and device longevity.
Neuraura’s electrodes utilize novel, microscopic
electrodes and capture a high level of baseline noise
from other electrical sources and biological signals 3-dimensional structures on thin film substrates. The
(blinking, muscle movement, breathing, heart beats)21–23. novel mechanisms behind 3D electrode features were
Increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of intracranial rigorously simulated, trialed in many in-vitro experiments,
recordings is an important area of research21,24,25 and passed in-vivo small animal trials29, and continue to
show efficacy and improvements over legacy devices
has important clinical outcomes for epilepsy.
Detection of subtle early seizure activity, evaluation in the in-vivo large animal study presented here.
As shown in the results below, Neuraura’s electrodes
of interictal spikes, and localization of seizure origin
are all enhanced by increased SNR. In cases where exhibit 145-265% higher SNR than legacy devices,
intracranial electrodes are placed near but not directly making neural recordings much easier to read and
on the source of epileptic onset, capturing subtle neural interpret. Improved performance means that Neuraura’s
signals rather than noise can make the difference electrodes can accelerate intraoperative recording and
between deeming a patient ‘non-localizable’, or epileptic monitoring, improve clinician ability to localize
correctly identifying epileptogenic tissue and providing ictal onset zone, shorten hospital stays, and reduce
a surgical treatment option. Furthermore, recent work overall economic burden. Here, we present evidence
has shown high-frequency oscillations in the gamma for the improved performance of our electrodes in the
(30-80Hz), ripple (100-250Hz), and fast ripple (>250Hz) application of cortical monitoring.

High quality intracranial recordings
of neural activity will revolutionize
our understanding of the brain.
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Figure 1. Device schematics for three types of intracortical electrode
strips used in this experiment. Smooth (purple, left) and featured
(blue, middle) design feature 12 macro and micro-sized electrodes
(4mm diameter, <1mm dimensions, respectively). The legacy strip
(grey, right) is a common intracortical EEG strip with four 5mm
diameter electrodes.

50 mm

Experimental Procedure

To validate the sensitivity of our devices, 4
electrodes were implanted on the cortical surface of a
sheep anesthetized with sodium thiopental (10–15 mg/
kg) IV and following intubation maintained with oxygen/
air/isoflurane (end-tidal isoflurane, 1.5–2.0% v/v). Three
electrode types were implanted: smooth, featured,
and legacy. Device schematics are shown in Figure 1.
Experimental procedures were approved by the local
animal ethics board.
Smooth electrodes included four macropads (4mm
diameter) and eight micropads (0.5 x 1.6mm oval)
arranged in a grid. Featured electrodes included the
same layout as smooth, but two macropads closest
to the base of the strip and all micropads included
3-dimensional microfeatures. A legacy electrode with
4 macropads of 5mm diameter was implanted for
comparison purposes. Electrodes were placed on the
left and right hemisphere parietal cortex, as shown in
Figure 2.
Following implantation, baseline neural activity was
captured from all electrodes for 20 minutes 2 seconds
before bicuculline was administered through the jugular
vein to induce epileptic activity. Bicuculline dosage
was 2mg/kg IV, with a 10 second infusion duration. A
second dose of bicuculline was delivered 12 minutes
47 seconds following the initial injection. Following a
total of 31 minutes 13 seconds of epileptic activity, the
animal was humanely euthanized with pentobarbital.
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Figure 2. Four electrodes were implanted on the parietal cortex of
an anesthetized sheep. Neuraura strips with smooth (purple, left) or
featured (blue, mid-left, mid-right) design were implanted along with
one legacy electrode for comparison (grey, right).

Total recording duration was 80 minutes 24 seconds.
EEG data was recorded at a 10kHz sampling rate
from all electrodes across a total of 40 channels. EEG
traces were preprocessed with a 0.5Hz high-pass filter
and notch filter at 50Hz. Next, in-house analysis was
performed using spline-interpolation to determine the
envelope of baseline activity for all electrodes. The
baseline envelope was used to identify spikes—a single
oscillation above and below the baseline envelope
threshold—throughout the recording and classify
ictal activity on a 5 point scale30. Category 1 features
no spiking, category 2 features spikes at less than
1Hz frequency, category 3 is characterized by spiking
frequency greater than 1Hz, category 4 includes >1Hz
bursts of spikes less than 3 seconds in duration, while
category 5 activity consists of >1Hz bursts greater than
3 seconds in duration. Channels which did not achieve
a spiking frequency of greater than 0.05Hz at any point
during recording were considered to have not captured
epileptic activity and discarded. To aid interpretation,
collected data was categorized into macropad,
micropad, or legacy electrode categories.
Additional analyses were run to quantify the
sensitivity of all electrode types to neural activity. Mean
SNR was calculated by comparing the envelope of
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activity at baseline to the envelope of ictal activity. Next,
EEG activity was broken down into delta (1-4 Hz), theta
(4-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), beta (13-30 Hz), and gamma
(30-80 Hz) frequencies for band power analysis. This
analysis was performed using EEGLab’s spectopo
function for power spectrum analysis31. Finally, analysis
was run to evaluate high-frequency oscillations (HFOs)
in gamma (30-80Hz) and ripple (100-250Hz) bands
identified by Neuraura and legacy electrodes. Bipolar
channels were computed for macropad, micropad,
and legacy electrodes by subtracting the trace of one
electrode from a neighboring electrode before HFO
analysis. For bipolar channels, standard deviation of
the trace was calculated across 5 second windows,
with 1-second window overlap. Then, HFOs were
determined by a minimum of 6 consecutive half-cycles
wherein amplitude exceeded +/- 3.1 standard deviations
from mean signal within a window.
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Results

Figure 3 displays 30 seconds of recorded epileptic
activity from Neuraura macropads and micropads
with 3-dimensional features compared to legacy
sensors. Neuraura traces appear cleaner, have a larger
amplitude, and capture the same spikes across macro
and micro electrodes. On legacy electrodes, additional,
lower amplitude activity can be seen between spikes
recorded on Neuraura electrodes. Additional activity is
often seen immediately following a spike, when neural
activity is expected to be transiently suppressed. This
suggests the increase in spiking frequency is driven by
additional mechanisms of an intensified seizure state,
including elevated breathing and heart rate. However, it
should be noted that recorded activity may be impacted
by the slight difference in position between electrodes.
Figure 4 shows example trace data and spiking
frequencies from the entire recording for macropads,
micropads, and legacy electrodes. Legacy electrodes
achieved higher peak spiking frequencies than Neuraura
electrodes, although not until after the second injection
of bicuculline. Neuraura electrodes, on the other hand,
quickly recorded category 2 epileptic activity following
only one bicuculline injection, and spiking frequency
remained relatively stable across the duration of the
induced seizure. Note that while spiking frequency
did not increase in response to the second injection
of bicuculline on Neuraura electrodes, the amplitude
of recorded spikes did increase. Taken together, this
provides strong evidence that Neuraura electrodes are
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Figure 3. Ten second traces of epileptic activity recorded after
the second bicuculline injection in an anesthetized sheep. Spikes
marked by a purple arrow on the legacy electrode are also present
on neuraura electrode traces.

both sensitive and specific to neural signals and subtle
epileptic activity.
Neuraura macropad electrodes detected category
2 seizure activity 347 seconds after the first bicuculline
injection while micropad electrodes detected category 2
activity after 638 seconds on average. Epileptic activity
for this anesthetized sheep was stable in category
2 throughout the event, as highlighted by the spiking
frequency graphs in Figure 4. In contrast, legacy sensors
detected category 2 activity after an average of 706
seconds, or were unable to distinguish seizures above
baseline noise until the second injection of bicuculline,
when ictal discharges intensified further. One legacy
electrode reported category 3 seizure activity (> 1Hz
spiking) following the second injection of bicuculline in
the anesthetized sheep, although no other electrodes
corroborated this report. Seizure onset timings are
visualized in Figure 5.
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Raw Data

Spike Frequency

Figure 4. Neural activity recorded by Neuraura (top) and legacy (bottom) electrodes. Recordings here are from electrodes placed on the
right hemisphere of a sheep’s brain. Data from macropads is shown in blue, while micropads are shown in gray. Middle column shows the
raw EEG trace with envelope of activity shown by orange and red lines. Right column shows frequency of spiking over the same period.
Dotted lines on plots show timing of bicuculline (green) and pentobarbital (red) injections. Electrode schematics are not to scale.

On average, Neuraura’s sensors had 185% increased
SNR over legacy sensors. Discrepancies in signal-tonoise ratio were most clear after the initial injection
of bicuculline, where micropads had 265% increased
SNR over legacy sensors, and macropads had 177%
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increased SNR over legacy sensors. Note that following
the first bicuculline injection, the mean SNR of legacy
electrodes is consistently near 1, representing almost
no change from baseline activity. This again highlights
that Neuraura sensors are able to detect seizure events,
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Bicuculline 1
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Figure 5. Average time to detection of category 2 ictal activity
following the initial injection of bicuculline in an anesthetized sheep.
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particularly low-category seizures, earlier than legacy
sensors. Following the second injection of bicuculline,
the SNR ratio of all sensors increased, with micropads
and macropads maintaining increased SNR over legacy
sensors (184% and 145%, respectively). This analysis is
summarized in Figure 6.
Interestingly, Neuraura macropads were quickest
to detect seizure activity, but micropads consistently
showed highest SNR. Earlier detection of seizure by
macropads is likely to be a consequence of the larger
diameter macropad summing signals from a larger
region of tissue than smaller sensors, although this may
also drive capture of additional sources of biological
noise, decreasing SNR compared to micropads.
However, SNR of all Neuraura electrodes remains
consistently higher than legacy electrodes.
As shown in Figure 7, micropads consistently
measured more power across the data recorded here
than their macropad counterparts. Micropads also
recorded higher power in delta and theta bands (18Hz), while legacy electrodes captured more power at
higher frequency bands (8-80 Hz). Legacy electrodes
measured more power than Neuraura macropads across
all investigated frequency bands. Note that detected
power described here is gross power, and cannot be
determined as meaningful signal or noise. However,
as discussed previously, it is likely that the increased
power reported for legacy electrodes here is driven in
part by other sources of electrical and biological noise
external to neural activity.
Neuraura micropads detected high-frequency
oscillations in the gamma (30-80Hz) and ripple (100250Hz) bands more frequently, and with higher
amplitude, than macropads or legacy electrodes, as
shown in Figure 7. High-frequency oscillations in gamma
(30-80Hz) and ripple (100-250Hz) bands provide
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Figure 6. Signal-to-noise ratio measured after each bicuculline
injection by Neuraura and legacy electrodes. The signal and noise
level is defined as the average amplitude of the wave envelope from
60s after each bicuculline injection and from the baseline recording
respectively.

biomarkers of cognition and offer opportunities to
improve diagnosis and clinical evaluation of Alzheimer’s
disease, Parkinson’s disease, early epileptogenesis26–28.
Our analysis here suggests that by sampling from a
smaller population of neurons, Neuraura micropads
may be more sensitive to HFO activity. This advantage
is particularly distinct for HFOs in the ripple band.

Discussion

Neuraura has developed novel electrodes that offer
greatly improved signal resolution and data fidelity
compared to legacy technologies. As shown in Figures
3 and 4, Neuraura electrodes are very sensitive to neural
activity while legacy sensors capture excessive noise
and mask subtle events including early epileptic activity.
We have presented preliminary evidence for earlier
seizure detection, decreased noise, and increased
sensitivity of Neuraura electrodes to neural signals
compared to legacy devices. Beyond these increases in
performance, Neuraura devices used here also feature
twelve electrodes compared to the typical four of legacy
devices. This increased density enables collection
of data from additional local neural populations, and
analysis of spatial propagation of signals.
Standard deviation for seizure detection time
and signal to noise ratio analyses was high across all
electrode types, likely driven by our low sample size
for this experiment. Additional data is being collected
in future acute and chronic large animal experiments
to investigate device variance further in a future
publication. As additional data is collected, standard
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Figure 7. High-frequency oscillations (HFOs) detected by Neuraura macropads, micropads and legacy electrodes. Bipolar channels
computed from neighboring electrodes are shown here. Neuraura micropads appear most sensitive to HFOs in both gamma (30-80Hz)
and ripple (80-250Hz) bands, while macropads and legacy electrodes appeared to perform similarly. Dashed lines indicate gamma (γ) and
ripple bands.

deviations of these metrics are expected to decrease,
and significance of these data is expected to increase.
Improvements to data resolution and sensitivity to
neural activity offer key benefits for clinical care and
fundamental research. Clinically, improved intracranial
recording resolution and fidelity will accelerate
intraoperative recordings, improving the efficiency of
functional neuromapping for surgical resection, deep
brain stimulation, or ablation. Semi-chronic intracranial
implantations will also be able to better understand
where seizures begin, and how they propagate.
Neuraura’s electrodes will enable clinicians to map the
brain more accurately and better understand how to
diagnose and treat their patients. Improved recording
hardware will also enable progression of FDA-approved
neuromodulation devices, as stimulation parameters
may be refined, and neural responses to stimulation
better evaluated.
For research, Neuraura’s electrodes offer the
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important benefit of an increased SNR while maintaining
high spatial coverage of the brain. This increases power
and reduces required sample size to achieve a desired
study power level. Additionally, Neuraura’s electrodes
demonstrate increased sensitivity to high-frequency
oscillations. Decades of research have identified HFOs
as powerful biomarkers of cognition and disease, yet
these are rarely applied in clinical practice as they are
difficult to detect and easily masked by noise. Thanks
to the increased SNR of Neuraura electrodes, HFOs
are more easily distinguished from background activity.
This will enable HFOs to be applied more regularly as
a tool in clinical diagnosis, determining ideal paradigms
for neurostimulation, resection/ablation, and drug
development.
In summary, Neuraura’s novel electrodes offer the
opportunity to record brain activity with greatly improved
sensitivity and specificity. These electrodes offer the
opportunity for shorter hospital stays and increased
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Figure 8. Power detected in cognitive frequency bands (Hz)
by Neuraura (blue, purple) and legacy (grey) electrodes across
entire recording duration. Power is shown on a logarithmic scale.
Bars show total power, and are expected to include both true and
artifactual signal. In particular, signal detected by legacy electrodes
is likely disproportionally affected by electrical and biological noise
(see discussion for details).

surgical efficacy, which will improve patient quality of
life and reduce overall economic burden, along with
improving the efficiency of clinical and fundamental
research. In the future, these electrodes could also be
integrated to responsive neuromodulation devices and
allow for selective neurostimulation through improved
feedback loops, thereby improving the efficacy and
longevity of brain implants.

Neuraura’s
electrodes
detect
epileptic activity earlier, offer higher
SNR, and show improved detection
of high-frequency oscillations.
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